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rail alternative

Will Oregon nurseries return to
the freight mode that first put
them on the map?

The recent development of cargo container liners
is one factor that has made train transportation of
nursery material more economical.

By Miles McCoy

A short history
As mentioned above, trains were
once the crucial transportation links for

most products, not only plants. For 100
years, the rail system grew throughout
the United States.
In Oregon, nurseries were producing plants, mainly fruit tree varieties,
and looked to the eastern US, and
even to Europe, to market their crops.
Obviously, shipping was a huge issue
and rails were the only answer.
Access to rail lines determined
where some of the most successful
nurseries were located. An early image
in industry history shows a Model T
parked next to a huge expanse of
young trees being grown in an eastern
Oregon nursery that survived because it
was near a rail line.
In the early decades of the last
century, the Oregon Nursery Company
(ORENCO) created a whole town to
support its growing activities. A key
to its success was a move from Salem,
Ore., to near Hillsboro, just to gain
access to a railroad spur. This location
provided a shipping advantage that
helped ORENCO sell its trees to the east
coast and Europe. It took a world war
to stall the company’s success.
Another industry leader, Portland
Nursery of Portland, Ore., was mainly
organized to improve the marketing of
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Without trains, there probably
would not have been an early Oregon
nursery industry. They were commonly
used to move Oregon-grown nursery
trees to markets all around the world.
Everything changed a half century
ago, as a true national highway system
was completed and with it an expanding trucking industry. Big rigs became
the most efficient way to deliver prime
Oregon-grown plant material.
For at least 50 years, transportation
costs remained an annoying, but manageable problem. The question now: is
that still true? Stresses have appeared
and transportation is only one.
First, the trucking price is dependent on fuel costs, which, in 2008,
caused serious problems. While the
present economic recession dampened
oil demand and brought prices down,
it is likely only a temporary situation.
Expanding demand from countries such
as China and India is putting price pressure on this limited resource.
If the U.S. and world economies
manage to reverse the recession, then

demand will grow even more rapidly
and oil prices will move in only one
direction — up.
Then, there is the issue of just getting a truck. Shortages continue in some
regions, and nursery crops are not a
shipper’s favorite product.
“In fact, nursery crops are often at
the bottom of desired crops,” said Geoff
Byler, manager of Blue Planet Logistics,
Wilsonville, Ore. His company ships
a wide range of products, using both
truck or rail.
Finally, it’s very possible that new
trucks coming off the assembly line in
the near future will boast small, incremental improvements in mileage, but
it’s not likely this will outweigh rising
fuel costs. And trucks, unlike cars, are
not easily converted to electrical power.
It is a matter of physics. All that mass
requires larger motors, usually driven
by gas or diesel. Distances are often far
beyond electrical range.
Trains offer hope, since they can
run on electricity or even coal. (For
more on this dilemma, read James
Kunstler’s The Long Emergency, especially chapter four, “Beyond Oil”.)
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Oregon plants and depended heavily
on railroads to move their products.
Then the truck revolution took
over. However today, that may be
changing due to both environmental
and cost pressures.
Lowering the carbon footprint
Generally, the efficiencies of rail
shipping are widely recognized and
accepted. A manufacturer, producing
a non-perishable product that can be
shipped in large numbers to single locations, would find that dramatic improvements in fuel mileage have returned rail
to competitive status.
Several years ago, the Association
of American Rails (AAR) released a
study that showed an 85.5 percent
increase in miles per gallon per ton
for rails. In 1980, trains got 63 mpg/

ton. Not bad, but not competitive. That
mileage had jumped to 423 by 2008.
It even improved over three percent
the next year, reaching 432 mpg/ton
in 2007. The AAR claimed to have
reduced carbon by more than half a
million tons, while lowering fuel use
by 48 billion gallons.
Meanwhile, another recent
Minnesota Department of Transportation
study showed similar results. It stated
that: “One gallon of fuel will move one
ton of product 202 miles by rail and
only 59 miles by truck.” That is three
times more fuel-efficient than trucks.
OAN studies transportation and
trains
Still, the industry’s unique combination of a living product that usually
needed to reach multiple buyers stalled

a rebirth in rails until recently.
In 2005, Globalwise Inc.,
Vancouver, Wash., conducted a study
on behalf of the Oregon Association
of Nurseries on the transportation of ornamental plant material
from Oregon to various markets.
Titled Long Haul Transportation of
Oregon Nursery Products: Economic
Conditions and Actions for Improved
Performance, it included a section on
potential use of trains.
“About 50 years ago, before the
advent of cost effective mass trucking,
Oregon nursery stock did move by standard boxcars on the rail network,” the
report stated. The results were not satisfactory at the time and there are still nurserymen who remember that experience.”
The OAN study summarized four
requirements to make trains a viable
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option.“In order for rail to become a
viable and sustainable option for the
nursery industry,” it stated, “four critical
areas must be addressed: schedule reliability, equipment availability, unitization of nursery product and rates.”
• Schedule reliability — This
now seems to be a non-issue. The
Northwest is served by two major Class
1 rail lines, the Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Railway (BNSF) and the Union
Pacific Railroad (UP). The report stated
that “there is sufficient capacity along
the mainlines to Chicago to accommodate additional incremental growth.”
The capacity is there.
• Equipment availability —
Until a few years ago, the Northwest’s
nursery industry’s only rail options
were standard dry trailers and containers. Then, in the last few years, BNSF
and UP brought some refrigerated rail
equipment into the region. The first
refrigerated boxcars were really experiments for shipping fresh products. The
early adopters were onion shippers,
who sent some of the first cars to eastern customers successfully.
Northwest experiments continue as
several Washington grower organizations are using direct train shipments
through the Railex platform. It has three
“mega-transload distribution centers.”
These refrigerated distribution centers
(Delano, Calif., Wallula, Wash., and
Rotterdam, N.Y.) run multiple scheduled
weekly, five-day service with 55 car
refrigerated unit trains.
Meanwhile, Blue Planet has introduced an alternative technology — a
new lining system introduced under
the name Plant ProTek™ liners. It can
replace refrigerated cars with its ability
to retain moisture and help control temperatures, keeping produce and plants
fresh, without added energy inputs. The
benefits were obvious for both trucking
and rail needs, Byler said.
“The switch to ‘dry shipping’ made
the difference,” Byler said. “With the
ProTek liner, the plants don’t require
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a refrigerated truck, saving significant
costs for growers”
• Unitization of nursery product — Handling and loading of nursery stock is often very inefficient, and
boxcars make it even more difficult.
Loading of truck trailers or rail containers can also require long waits. The
study recommended that it “would be
prudent to explore racking systems to
unitize nursery stock.”
While this remains a challenge,
in the last few years, both Railex and
BPL are showing it can be accomplished with an intermodal system
that uses full trucks.
• Rates — But it still comes
down to costs, and the report was
actually positive about the potential for rail shipping. It stated,
“Preliminary test shipments and conversations with service providers indicate that there is the potential for cost
savings for the nursery.”
Industry tests intermodal options
For the nursery industry, intermodal
systems made rail shipment more practical. Now full truck trailers are loaded
on flatbeds, moved across the country,
and delivered to a waiting truck that
would deliver the plant materials to the
desired location.
In several tests since the study was
done, this scenario has worked for larger nurseries that send large shipments
of plant material to single customers.
Smaller growers face many more
logistical issues. Byler admitted this system works best with larger operations
that can ship a full trailer to a single
location. But, smaller nurseries are often
limited to partial loads, or shipments
that have to go to multiple locations.
Blue Planet Logistics has worked
on developing carefully controlled
trucking schedules at each end. The
company has found that by directly hiring the drivers to work for them, they
can manage pick-ups and deliveries
cost effectively, he said.
“Shipping by train is only a problem if it is not managed,” Byler said.
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“And the savings can be as much as 40
percent,” he added, noting that 30 percent of a product’s cost can be in the
transportation.
According to Byler, around 15 large
nurseries have successfully shipped
product by rail. In an article from the
January, 2008, Digger, Philip McCarthy,
customer service manager for A&R
Spada, St. Paul, Ore., noted early success testing intermodal options.
“There were significant savings
over trucking,” McCarthy said. “We
found intermodal was about a third less
expensive, and that includes drayage.”
McCarthy also found delivery times
with rail shipping were not much longer than shipping by truck. “The longest
shipment took seven days from load to
unload,” he said.
Future of trains
This situation might be one of the
opportunities that Thomas Freidman
describes in his recent book, Hot, Flat
and Crowded. His main point is that
the new “green” technology development is the industrial answer to our
weak economy.
He argues we need to look for
more radical technologies, ones that
can dramatically reduce energy use.
He even uses a railroad locomotive
company, GE Transportation located in
Erie, Penn., whose revolutionary new
engine design is significantly lowering
rail costs.
Since transportation is at the core
of a successful Oregon industry, trains
may become another symbol of its
“greenness.” Another chance for the
industry to lead sustainable change,
support sustainable manufacturing and
products, and make their businesses
more sustainable.
Miles McCoy is the owner of Sustainable
Hort LLC, a sustainable and organic
products marketing firm. He has 25-plus
years of green industry experience
in marketing, communications and
research. He can be reached at
miles@hevanet.com.

